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Abstract
Recent developments in computational and theoretical studies of Alpha particle driven
Alfven turbulence in both the long (kpi < 1) and short (kpi 1) wavelength regimes
are reported. In the long wavelength regime, a hybrid particle-fluid model is solved numeri-
cally as well as analytically in a simple slab geometry. The dominant nonlinear interactions
are found to be couplings between two Alfven waves to generate a zero frequency electro-
magnetic convective cell and strong E x B convection of resonant alphas, which result in
significant changes in plasma equilibria. The fluctuation energies first increase, then satu-
rate and decay. The alpha transport is convective and significant, but does not necessarily
lead to an appreciable alpha loss. A mode coupling theory is developed to explain the
simulation results. In the short wavelength regime, a reduced turbulence model describing
the coupled nonlinear evolutions of fluctuation spectrum loll and alpha density profile
n0 (r, t) in the presence of an alpha source S'(r, t) is solved numerically. A steady state
is achieved. The nonlinear saturation is due to ion Compton scattering induced energy
transfer to higher wavenumbers. Alpha transport is significant and a diffusion coefficient
of Dc t 0.5m 2 /s for ITER-like parameters is obtained. The effect of anomalous alpha
diffusion on alpha power coupling to bulk plasmas is also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Alpha particle driven Alfven turbulence is an important topic in current fusion re-
search. The concern is that the fusion produced alpha particles will destabilize the shear
Alfven waves, which in turn enhance the alpha transport to such a level that the energetic
alphas become anomalously lost before they could thermalize with the bulk plasma [1-71.
In this paper, we will report recent developments in computational and theoretical studies
on this topic [8-12].
It is well known that in a tokamak, the Alfven wave can take on various forms de-
pending on the relative importance between the effects of toroidicity and finite ion Larmor
radius pi. In the long wavelength limit (kpi < 1), the toroidicity induced side band cou-
pling is dominant, and we have the toroidal Alfven eigenmode (TAE) [13]. In the short
wavelength limit (kpi < 1), the finite ion Larmor radius effect is dominant, and we have the
kinetic Alfven wave (KAW) [14]. This paper will cover both the long and short wavelength
limit. For simplicity, we will carry out the analysis in a simple slab geometry, namely we
will consider the slab version of the long wavelength Alfven wave. Though, in such a case
the mode properties are not exactly the same as those of TAE, but since it has the essential
feature of large spatial scale, the results are expected to apply to TAE as well.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec.2, we discuss the nonlinear
dynamics of the long wavelength Alfven instabilities. A hybrid particle-fluid model is
described in Sec.2.1. The numerical solution of the model is presented in Sec.2.2. A mode
coupling theory is proposed in Sec.2.3 to explain the simulation result. In Sec.3, we discuss
the short wavelength kinetic Alfven turbulence. A reduced turbulence model based on ion
Compton scattering is described in Sec.3.1. Its numerical solution is presented in section
3.2. The effects of anomalous alpha diffusion on alpha power coupling to the bulk plasma
is discussed in Sec.3.3. The section 4 contains conclusions.
2. LONG-WAVE-LENGTH ALFVEN INSTABILITIES
In this section, we will consider the slab version of the long wavelength Alfven instabil-
ities. We fist describe the hybrid particle-fluid model and present its numerical solutions.
A mode coupling theory is then proposed to explain the simulation results.
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2.1 Hybrid Particle-Fluid Model
Th hybrid particle-fluid model consists of a fluid description of the background plasma
and a kinetic description of energetic alpha particles [81. The fluid equations that describe
the plasma (Alfvin wave) dynamics are:
U+ I x V0 - V = V + x - +- (2)
where U = V2j, i1 = - ,2 and are the fluctuating electrostatic and magnetic
potentials, e1 is a unit vector in the direction of unperturbed magnetic field B0 , r. is
the curvature vector of bo, P* is the alpha particle pressure, vA is the Alfvin speed,
p and 77 are the background plasma viscosity and resistivity, respectively. The above
equations have been written in a normalized form in which 9 and t are normalized to p0
and w-, respectively, is normalized to T0/q0 , ' is normalized to pcBo, pQ = vo/Sla,
V, = /-Tm, QOa = q0B/mac, and T, q, and m0 are the alpha temperature, charge,
and mass, respectively.
The alpha particle dynamics is described by a drift kinetic equation:
Of 0  df Of- deOf"
at- i Tt. j2 + =0 (3)
where the alpha particle guiding center characteristics are:
TjV= viell + +,Fl|xV +I x H (4)
e= VIEI + 6d 
-L (5)
Vd =(V +2 )elx cE= V2 , . = V10, and Ell - V_0. Again, Eqs.(4) and (5)
are written in the normalized form.
2.2 Numerical simulation
In this section, Eqs.(1)-(5) will be solved numerically using a hybrid particle-fluid code
[15] in a slab (see Fig.1). Equilibrium quantities are assumed to vary only in x direction.
The equilibrium magnetic field is in y-z plan: B0 = B02 + Bv(x)g. In a shearless slab,
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B1,(x) = B0 sin(0), where 9 is a small angle between B0 and z axis. In a sheared slab,
By(x) = Bo(xo)+Bo(x - xo)/L,, where L, is the shear length, and x0 is a radial position
inside the simulation box. We choose x0 in such a way that the magnetic field at this
point is equal to that in the shearless slab. Fluctuating quantities are assumed to vary in
x and y direction only (9/z = 0). The boundary conditions are chosen as follows. The
fluid quantities, such as and 4', are periodic in y and have a conducting wall boundary
condition in x, i.e., they vanish at x = 0 and x = L., where L, is the size of the simulation
box in the x direction. For the particles, we use periodic boundary condition in y and
absorption boundary condition in x, namely, when a particle moves out of the system in
x direction, it is lost. For simplicity, the perpendicular velocity of each particle v1 is set
equal to zero, thus the simulation is close to an Alfven instability driven by an energetic
ion beam. For a particular run, we choose 64x64 grid points and 512x128 particles. The
grid size is Ax = pa. The simulation parameters are: Ncr/Ne = 0.01, Ta/Te = 100,
ma/mt = 4, q,/e = 2, p0/La = 0.02, pa/,L = 0.002, 9 = 0.2, p0/LS = 2.5 x 104,
/3e = 0.02, Ti = Te, and 1y = r7 = 0.01. The simulation is run for a total of 20,000 timesteps
with each timestep At = w- 1 .
2.2.1 Shearless case
Our goals are to understand the nonlinear behaviour of Alfven instabilities and its
effect on the alpha transport. To achieve these goals, the temporal evolutions of various
fluid and particle quantities are investigated. In Fig.2, we show the contour plots for q
and at two different times: twa=5000 (first column) and tw0=15000 (second column).
In both cases, the fluctuations are dominated only by a number of macro modes with a
spatial scale of the size of the simulation domain. At twa = 5000, is dominated by
modes (1,±1), and is a mixture of modes (1,±1) and (2,0), with (1,±1) being dominant,
where (m,n) are the wave numbers in the x and y direction, respectively. At twco=15000,
however, both and 4 are dominated by modes with ky = 0 (thus zero frequency). 4' is
composed primarily of the (2,0) mode, while 4 is a combination of (1,0) and (2,0) with
(1,0) being dominant. The appearance of modes with ky = 0 is a manifestation of the
nonlinear process of mode couplings because these modes are linearly stable.
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In Fig.3, we show the temporal evolutions of fluctuation energies. The various en-
ergy quantities shown in the figure are defined as follows: the fluid kinetic energy Ek =
} £ d2g(Vk) 2 ; the magnetic energy: E m = f d2 v2( :)2 ; and the total energy: Et -
Ek + Em. All three quantities have similar features in their temporal evolutions, namely,
they first grow exponentially, saturate, and then experience a decay. To understand the
saturation mechanism, we reduce the alpha density by half to No/N, = 0.005 while the
other parameters remain the same. In such a way, we reduce the alpha growth rate by a
factor of 2. In Fig.4, we show the temporal evolutions of the fluid kinetic energy Ek for
both cases. As expected, the reduction in the fluctuation energy is evident. But, the more
interesting observations are that the fluctuation energy Ek is reduced roughly by a factor
of 4, and the saturation time r, is increased by a factor of 2. These observations imply
that Ek c N2 and r;' oc N0 , which suggest that the dominant saturation mechanism is
the strong ExB convection of the resonant alphas (see the discussions on Sec.2.3).
To study the alpha transport, the 2-D alpha distribution f 0 (x, v) is plotted in Fig.5.
We observe that a second peak on the otherwise low density side is formed indicating
a significant alpha transport from the high to low density side. The transport occurs
primarily in the configuration space. This can be seen from Fig.6 and 7 in which the
1-D alpha velocity distribution and alpha spatial profile is plotted, respectively. There
is virtually no change in f'(vii), but a significant change in na(x). Therefore, the alpha
velocity space nonlinearity is negligible. The dominant nonlinear alpha wave interaction
is the ExB convection of the resonant alphas. It is interesting to note that the alpha
transport does not simply flatten the alpha density profile. The structure formed in n(x) is
reminiscent of the ko = (2,0) mode observed in the final stage of the potential fluctuations.
An important quantity characterizing the alpha transport is the mean squared alpha
radial displacement ((6x) 2 ) = ji[.X(t)-X,(0)j2/N , where N is the total particle number,
x;(0) is the initial particle position and x2 (t) is the particle position at t. If ((6x) 2 ) Oc t2,
the transport is convective. If ((6x) 2 ) oc t, the transport is diffusive. In Fig.8, the temporal
behavior of ((6x) 2) is plotted. It shows that in the early stage of the evolution (t < 7500),
the alpha transport is convective and significant. After saturation (t>7500), the transport
ceases, or one can say that the transport is diffusive but with an extremely small diffusivity
because the curve in this stage is almost flat. If the initial convection does not lead to an
alpha orbit reaching the wall, the alpha will stay inside the system without being lost.
2.2.2 Sheared case
The magnetic shear has many important effects on the Alfven fluctuations and alpha
transport. First, the magnetic shear tends to stabilize the Alfven fluctuations. In Fig.9,
the time evolution of the fluid kinetic energy is plotted. The solid curve is the fluctuation
energy without magnetic shear, the dotted curve is the one with magnetic shear. It clearly
shows a significant reduction in the fluctuation level.
Secondly, the magnetic shear tends to localize the fluctuations near smaller kg1. This
can be indirectly seen from Fig.10, in which we plot the alpha density profile at two
different time. It shows that the density profile is flattened only near the the high density
side where the k1 is small, while near the low density side it remains unchanged. The
localized profile flattening is due to the localization of the instability.
Third, the magnetic shear tends to enhance the diffusive component of the alpha
transport. In Fig.11, we plot the mean squared alpha radial displacement ((6X) 2) v.s.
time. Here the transport can also be divided into two stages: convective in the earlier
stage (t < 9000), and diffusive in the later stage (t > 9000). But it is clearly seen that
the diffusive component of the transport in the later stage is significantly enhanced when
compared with that in the shearless case. This is probably due to shear enhanced couplings
among modes with different radial made numbers.
2.3 Mode Coupling Theory
As Eqs.(1)-(5) show, there are two type mode couplings: the fluid type and particle
type. The fluid type is induced by the ExB convection of the fluid vorticity and magnetic
flux. The particle type is induced by the ExB convection of the resonant alphas. First, we
examine the fluid type mode couplings. We fourier transform j and ip according to: [P, J =
E[ OE,] exp{ik - E}. Based on the simulation results, we keep only the three dominant
macro modes denoted by: k+ = (1,1), k- = (1, -1), and k0 = (2,0) in the expansion.
Here, k+ and k- are the two most unstable modes which have opposite frequencies, while
mode ko is linearly stable and has a zero frequency. Due to the conducting wall boundary
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condition at x = 0 and x = L., the modes k+ and k_ are related through: _ = -O
and N- = -* . Introducing new variables = VA, and WA = klivA, the dynamic
equations for modes ko and k+ are:
* t - (k2
y = -+ll x 9,k+
+ (i -+ x L) 02- - NOo 0-k_ ) (8)
k+
= -k iwA~k + (el X x Pk -- (9)
The first two equations describe the generation of mode k0 by a beat between modes k+
and k_, while the last two equations describe the back reaction of mode ko on mode k+.
These equations are solved analytically by treating mode k0 as a perturbation. Lin-
earizing Eqs.(8) and (9), we have: = (wA+c +w) , and w = wi+iji, where w1 = ±W+ is
the linear mode frequency, -Y = [(gl x rc k+)/2k.]Im(6 ) is the linear growth rate, and
52 is the alpha pressure response defined by: P = 6 Ok+. Linear analyses [2-6] indicate
that the Alfvin wave with wl = -W is unstable. Substituting these linear relations into
Eqs.(6) and (7), we have: O = 0 because k2 = k2, and @g 9 = 2l/-w+Zx)(j |2 ).
This explains the observed changes in the mode structures and why in the final stage the
fluctuations are dominated by the magnetic component of mode io.
The back reaction of mode ko on mode k+ is obtained by substituting Og, and Oil
back into Eqs.(8) and (9). The nonlinear dispersion relations obtained are:
2 ~~ 2 2) ____X___-___ 2___2 2[1_(k+ + k-_ - ko) k2| + k -)2 JO+1Wr = WALJ - +2
+ WA
and the growth rate remains the same as in the linear case. Thus, the fluid type mode
couplings merely induce a frequency down-shift, and do not affect the stability of the
Alfvin waves directly. But they do change the fluctuation structures by generating the
zero frequency mode.
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Next, we investigate the particle type mode coupling. We decompose fI as f=
fo* + fa, where fo and I' are the unperturbed and perturbed part of f. We fourier
transform fa, and keep only the three dominant macro modes k+, k- and ko as we treat
the fluid type mode couplings. The dynamic equations for these three modes can be
obtained from Eqs.(3)-(5):
jj = 2i(i 1 - x k-)Im[Ifj"(b+ - Vj')* (10)
i(w+ - vllkll - k+)f =i[( l x k- fo)(N+ - +)- ( + +
+(e1 x TLo *- )(k - vII )Vk-
+(el x k- -o)( -_- o #7 _)V (11)
Again, Eq.(10) describes the beat between modes 4 and L_ to generate the zero frequency
mode ko, and Eq.(11) describes the back reaction of mode Zo on mode +. Here, the
generation of the zero frequency mode ko corresponds to a change in the alpha density
profile. Substituting the linearized f? from Eq.(11) into Eq.(10), we obtain f2, which is
induced by the f x B convection of the resonant alphas:
= -iiL(w 1 kllv 1 - V X ) x (Vd )2 2 q f -
o 7i w+ +ma E+
Substituting f2 back into Eq.(11), we obtain a nonlinear f2 , which is used to obtain 6
thereby the nonlinear alpha growth rate. The result is:
'Yn = 711 k (12)
where -yj is the linear alpha growth rate given elsewhere [101, and ((id . k+/w+)2) is a
velocity space average over the resonant alphas. The back reaction of f on the unstable
mode manifests itself as a reduction to the phase shift between the alpha particle pressure
response and the Alfvin fluctuations, and thereby to the linear growth rate. The saturation
is obtained if
(el -k+ x k-)Or+((aVd - k+)_2 ~ 7 (13)
which leads to a saturation level B/Bo ~ (71/w)(kg1 /k,)(W/Wd), where wd = Vd - k. For
the resonant alphas, the quantity on the left hand side of Eq.(13) is also the trapping
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rate associated with the effective potential (iid - k+/w+) r . Thus, the above result is
consistent with the physical picture of strong E x B trapping of the resonant alphas.
Using the simulation parameters, the saturation amplitude is estimated at: Ok ~z0.068,
which is very close to the numerical result of 0.064.
The particle type mode couplings also change the alpha density profile. To calcu-
late this change, we write the total alpha density as: n'(x,y) = na(x) + fi(x,y), with
ng(x) and ft'(x, y) being the unperturbed and perturbed alpha density. In Fourier space,
ii"(x, y) = Egk>O E, ,2iftsin(kx)eku1. The one dimensional density profile nl(x)
is obtained by a spatial average in y: (n"(x, y)),, and keeping only the ko term in the sum:
n"(x) = n'(x) + 2ift sin(kozx) (14)
where fi is obtained by integrating f! over the velocity space: fi = 2i(k 2 /W+)( 1 '
+ x -) A plot of n'(x) with n'(x) = no exp{-(x/L.)} and the parameters used
in the simulation (shearless case) is given in Fig.12 for a fluctuation level of lol2 =0.004.
It shows a close resemblance to the simulation results of Fig.7.
The change in the alpha density profile can, in turn, affects the stability of the Alfven
waves. This effect is determined by a spatial average of the quantity g [(w*,/w) -
1]n*(x): 4 = d )/dl() where w* = -k,(On'(x)/Ox). Using 4(f) =
2sin(k+xx)Im( ,+eik+_y), we have: 4 = no[(w*o/w) - 11+ i(fte/2)(w*o/w)(Lk+ ), where
W*o = -ky/L.. In the above equation, the first term is the contribution from the initial
alpha density profile, and is destabilizing for w*, > w. The second term is due to the change
in na(x) and is always stabilizing. The fluctuation amplitude necessary for saturation
through this change is obtained by requiring < 0, i.e.
d '
x ) j + (15)
A comparison between Eq.(13) and (15) indicates that the change in the alpha density is
important only for -y 5 w. For y < w, saturation through this change is less effective, and
the dominant saturation mechanism is the ExB convection of the resonant alphas.
Eq.(13) predicts that the saturation level Og scales linearly with the alpha growth
rate, a result in distinct contrast to several previous studies [10,16]. As a numerical check,
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we run two more different cases with Na/Ne = 0.5 x 10-2 and 0.25 x 10-2, while the other
parameters remain the same. In Fig.13, the saturation level measured is plotted against
the alpha density. It clearly shows the linear dependence of the saturation level on the
alpha density. Since the growth rate is linearly proportional to the alpha density, this
figure also demonstrates the linear dependence of the saturation level on the alpha growth
rate.
3. SHORT WAVELENGTH KINETIC ALFVEN TURBULENCE
In this section, we will study the short wavelength kinetic Alfven wave (KAW) tur-
bulence. The short wavelength KAW is different from its long wavelength counterpart in
that the nonlinear interactions tend to be turbulent rather than coherent. A theoretical
analysis of the KAW turbulence has been carried out [10]. Starting from the full gyroki-
netic equations for the alphas, ions and electrons, a reduced turbulence model has been
derived. There, it was shown that the dominant nonlinear saturation mechanism is ion
Compton scattering induced energy transfer to higher wavenumbers.
3.1 Reduced Model Equations
The reduced model consists of two equations describing the coupled evolutions of the
Alfven spectrum kl|(t), and the alpha density profile n,(r, t):
1 &jr, t) = 2(-ya+)' 7j' )JO|E(r, t) (16)
n,(r, t) + -ra(r, t) = S,(r, t) (17)
Here, y2'1 is the linear alpha growth rate, ey'l is the linear electron damping rate and 7
is the nonlinear ion Compton scattering rate, r.(r, t) is the quasi-linear alpha particle flux
and S,(r, t) is the alpha particle source rate. For convenience, in this section, a different
set of normalized units is used. The spatial scale is normalized to p. (the ion Larmor radius
at electron temperature T,), the temporal scale to Di1 (the inverse of ion gyrofrequency),
velocity to c, = VT-/7 temperature to electron temperature Te, electric potential 4 to
Te/e, density to electron density e, particle flux to c,n., mass to the ion mass mi and
charge to e.
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A closed expression for -yk is given for kpa < 1 as
__c Vfrq. w*\wdI2 1' ) F(a) (18)
w 2ki a \ \
where F(fa) = + , + 1/2)exp(-(2) with u = w/(kiiv,)I. A simple analytical
expression for -y' is difficult to obtain for kip0 > 1, but since yg decays sharply like k1L
for k3p > 1 we will use the simple expression yr = y'/kp for these values of k, where
-yl is the growth rate at kjpQ = 1.
The electron damping rate is
Lk = - -- -k 2(19)
w 2 ve
where VA = /#P is the Alfven velocity, P. = (87rneT)/B 2 is the beta value of the
electrons and ve is the electron thermal velocity.
The nonlinear ion Compton scattering rate is
= 2wk. e2,6(w - w)( - ) (20)
where w* is the ion diamagnetic frequency evaluated at Te.
Finally, the quasi-linear alpha particle flux due to the Alfven turbulence is:
I=- 2 7 keylk|21 (21)
3.2 Numerical solutions
A code has been developed to solve the coupled equations (16) and (17). The boundary
conditions correspond to no flux at r = 0 and constant density at r = a. For simplicity we
have taken a time independent source term of the form S.(r) = S,(0) (1- (r/a)2)P, where
Sa(0)/ne(0) = 5.10-3 S-1 corresponds to ni = 1014 cm-, 'T = 15 keV. The peaking factor
of p = 5 corresponds to analogous ion density and temperature profile peaking factors of
0.5 - 1 and 1 - 2 respectively.
In the computation we use ITER-like parameters, i.e. R = 600cm, a = 150cm,
B = 5T, T = 15keV, T/T, = 100, #3 = 0.02, L' = a, and the safety factor q, = 1.5.
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The parallel wave number was estimated as kii = 1/q,R. The radial wave number (k, and
k2 = k2 + k2) present in Eqs.(16)-(21) represent a test mode when appearing outside a
summation sign, and the turbulent background otherwise. The choice of kr is therefore
guided by different physics considerations. For the test mode we note that energy input
is efficient only for the part of the spectrum with a slow radial variation, i.e. kr < 1/Pa.
However, the nonlinear ion Compton scattering is effective at the tail of the fluctuation
spectrum, where k; - 1/p.,. The initial Alfven spectrum 1 12 is chosen to be 1012 with
kap 0 ranging from 0 to 10 and (Ake)p = 0.05.
The particle density profile is formed as a result of the competition between the
fusion source term and the alpha transport. Here, in addition to the anomalous transport
term, we have included a small constant diffusion term given by Da = 0.02m 2 /s to
simulate other possible transport mechanism (such as neoclassical effect). The smooth
build-up of the alpha density profile is shown in Fig.14, with the final steady state reached
after approximately 5s. For these plasma parameters, a calculation of the anomalous
diffusion coefficient gives the result D" < 0.5m 2 /s (see Fig.15). The evolution of the
total fluctuation energy (Fig.16) provides a clear illustration of the turbulence growth and
saturation; the growing alpha density profile drives the turbulent fluctuations until the
turbulent transport balances the alpha source. At the final steady state, the fluctuation
spectrum is characterized by two well separated peaks at kgp 0 ~ 1 and kepP ~- 5.4 (Fig.17).
The peak at the lower ke represents the energy input from the alphas while the peak at the
higher k8 represents the energy dissipation by the electrons. The saturation is a result of a
dynamic balance between the alpha particle drive and the electron dissipation. The reason
for the appearence of two peaks at saturation is because we have chosen both -yk and -y
as a linear function of ke 111], i.e. -yk oc k8 and yk oc ke. A detailed discussion of such a
choice can be found in Ref.10. Since -Z oc k', the saturation condition yk + -yk + -y = 0
can only be satisfied at two wavenumbers. Thus the results are model dependent. Steady
state is reached self-consistently for both the fluctuation spectrum and the alpha density
profile. In such a case, the quasilinear effect is totally absent.
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3.3 Effects on alpha power coupling efficiency
The effect of the anomalous alpha transport on alpha power couplings to bulk plasmas
has been rigorously investigated by Sigmar, et al [12]. Here the alpha power coupling
efficiency is defined as 7_ - pef/P, where P'ff is the power of the confined alphas
actually coupled into the bulk plasma and P2 is the total alpha power at birth. Starting
from first principles, a reduced kinetic equation has been derived by averaging over the
flux surface and the pitch angle variable:
O- 1 -[(V3 (+ F0rDa + Sf 6(v -v o) (22)
TSDV2 OV r + ) +Or 47rv2
where F,(r, E, t) is the reduced alpha distribution. On the right hand side of Eq.(22), the
first term is the classical electron drag, the second term is the anomalous alpha diffusion,
and the last term is the alpha source. For the anomalous diffusion term in Eq.(22), we use
the result from the turbulence calculations presented in Sec.3.1 (Eq.(21)), namely, D, =
-r,/ df. Using a multiple energy group code, Eq.(22) has been solved for F0 (r, E,t),
which is then used to calculate Peff, and thus the alpha power coupling efficiency 77. In
Fig.17, we show the volume averaged 7, v.s. the volume averaged plasma temperature
(neTe)/(ne) for different plasma densities. The reduction in y in the presence of anomalous
alpha transport is clearly seen. The result favors a high density, low temperature mode of
operation.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A hybrid Particle-fluid code has been used to study the nonlinear behaviour of the
long wavelength Alfven instabilities. The dominant nonlinear interactions are found to be
the couplings between two Alfven waves to generate a zero frequency mode which results in
significant changes in plasma equilibria. The saturation is due to strong ExB convection
of the resonant alphas. The saturation level (in a shearless slab) is found to scale linearly
with the alpha density. The alpha transport is convective and significant, but does not
necessarily lead to appreciable alpha loss. The effect of magnetic shear is to stabilize the
instabilities but also enhance diffusive alpha transport which may result in large alpha loss.
The results from a mode coupling theory are consistent with the simulation observations.
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The short wavelength kinetic Alfven turbulence is studied from a reduced turbulence
model describing the coupled evolutions of Alfven spectrum and alpha density profile.
The nonlinear saturation mechanism is ion Compton scattering induced energy transfer to
higher wavenumbers. The model is solved numerically with a particle source. A steady
state is reached self-consistently as the anomalous alpha transport is balanced by the alpha
source. In such a case, the quasi-linear effect is totally absent. The alpha transport is
significant and a diffusion coefficient of Da ~ 0.5m 2/8 is found for ITER-like parameters.
The effect of anomalous alpha diffusion on alpha power coupling to the bulk plasma is
studied. Significant reduction in the alpha power coupling efficiency is found when the
anomalous alpha diffusion is faster than the classical slowing down. The result favors a
high density, low temperature mode of operation.
Finally, we like to comment that throughout the analysis, we have made many sim-
plifications such as adopting an unrealistic slab geometry, neglecting plasma rotation and
radial electric field. The paper thus may have many limitations. For example, in a toroidal
plasma with actual q(r) profile, the shear Alfven wave takes on the form of a toroidal Alfven
eigenmode [13], and suffers from additional damping such as the bulk ion Landau damping
[17] and continuum damping [18]-[191. The alpha particles will have finite orbit width and
orbit averaging will reduce the alpha growth rate [17]. The plasma rotation (poloidal)
and radial electric field (sheared) have been shown to suppress plasma turbulence thereby
improving tokamak confinement [20]-[211. These effects are certainly very important, and
will be included in future studies.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Schematic plot of the slab geometry in numerical simulations. The equilibrium
magnetic field B0 is in y-z plane. The alpha density gradient 9, and magnetic
curvature ie are in x direction only.
Figure 2. 2-D contour plot of the electric potential 4(x, y) and magnetic flux (x, y) at
two different time: (1) t=5000 (first column); (2) t=15000 (second column).
Figure 3. Temporal evolutions of fluid kinetic energy (dotted line), magnetic energy
(doted-dashed line), and the the total fluctuation energy (solid line).
Figure 4. Temporal evolutions of fluid kinetic energy for two different alpha density val-
ues: (1) Na/Ne = 0.01 (solid line); (2) Na/Ne = 0.005 (dotted line).
Figure 5. 2-D alpha particle phase space plot f 0 (x, v.) at two different time: (1) t=0.0;
(2) t=15000.0.
Figure 6. 1-D alpha velocity space distribution fa(v.) at two different time: (1) t=0.0
(dotted curve); (2) t=15000 (solid curve).
Figure 7. 1-D alpha density plot Na(x) at two different time: (1) t=0.0 (dotted curve);
(2) t=15000.0 (solid curve).
Figure 8. Temporal evolution of mean squared alpha radial displacement ((6x) 2).
Figure 9. Comparison between the temporal evolutions of the fluid kinetic energy for the
shearless (solid line) and sheared (dotted line) slab.
Figure 10. 1-D alpha density Na(x) plot in the presence of magnetic shear (L, = 4000)
at the two different time: (1) t=0.0 (dotted line); (2) t=20000 (solid line).
Figure 11. Temporal evolution of the mean squared alpha radial displacement ((6x) 2 ) in
the presence of magnetic shear.
Figure 12. Theoretical curve of the alpha density profile from Eq.(14). The initial alpha
density profile is n*(x) = nge -/L, and the fluctuation amplitude is chosen
to be that at saturation: 2 ~ 0.004.
Figure 13. The saturation level v.s. alpha density. Note the saturation level scales linearly
with the alpha density.
Figure 14. The temporal evolution of alpha density profile in the presence of an alpha
16
particle source. Note that the effect of quasi-linear profile flattening is totally
absent.
The spatial profile of anomalous alpha diffusivity D"(r) at different times. At
steady state, D" ~ 0.5m 2 /S.
The temporal evolution of the total fluctuation energy. A steady state is
reached after about 7s.
Saturated fluctuation spectrum 0R.
Volume averaged alpha power coupling efficiency (q) as a function of plasma
temperature T and density ne. High ne, low T provides a larger alpha power
coupling efficiency.
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Figure 15.
Figure 16.
Figure 17.
Figure 18.
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